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LONDON — Maybe we owe rats an apology? For hundreds of years

we have accused them of killing up to 200 million people in the

Middle Ages by spreading the Black Death.

Turns out they were innocent.

The real culprits? Dirty humans.

Oh, rats! Dirty humans 'more likely' than
rodents to have caused Black Death plague,
study finds
'While it is commonly assumed that rats and their fleas spread
plague during the second pandemic, there is little historical and
archaeological support for such a claim'

Don't look at us like that, we said we're sorry. AFP/Getty Images
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A new study has found that parasites carried by rats were probably

not behind the outbreak of plague in Europe.

The Black Death, one of the worst pandemics in history, devastated

European populations between 1346 and 1353 and was caused by

the bacterium Yersinia pestis.

It has long been thought that it was transmitted by fleas on the rats

that arrived aboard trading ships. But now scientists at the University

of Oslo and the University of Ferrara believe that “ectoparasites,”

such as body lice and fleas carried by people, are more likely to be

the guilty party.

S E E  A L S O

Study finds that rats didn’t spread the black death — gerbils did

U.S. man contracts the rarest and deadliest form of plague from the family
dog

Plague DNA found in ancient teeth shows medieval Black Death, 1,500-year
pandemic caused by same disease

Using mortality data from nine plague outbreaks in Europe between

the 14th and 19th centuries, the teams in Norway and Italy tracked

how pandemics developed. In seven of the cases there was a closer

resemblance to the human model for outbreak spread compared with

the alternatives.

The study, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of

Science, said: “While it is commonly assumed that rats and their

fleas spread plague during the (14th-century) second pandemic,

there is little historical and archaeological support for such a claim.

“Human ectoparasites, like body lice and human fleas, might be

more likely than rats to have caused the rapidly developing

epidemics.”

Black Death struck terror into medieval populations with symptoms

including alien-looking swellings that oozed pus and blood and acute
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The Great Plague of London, in 1665,
killed up to 100,000 people.  Wikipedia

fever. Victims died within a week

of infection. Previously scientists

thought gerbils may have been

to blame and a study in 2015

also examined warmer

European climates as a possible

culprit.

In the same year, a separate

team discovered that the

pathogen had been present for

twice as long as previously

thought. It found that Yersinia

pestis was infecting people in

Eurasia at least 3,000 years

before causing the first known pandemic, the Plague of Justinian in

AD 541.

The bubonic form of the disease, seen in the Black Death, is

believed to have formed near the turn of the first millennium B.C. and

was present in small quantities in Europe until the 19th century.

An outbreak of plague on Madagascar from August to November last

year infected more than 2,000 people and killed 195. The World

Health Organization said the risk of it spreading was low, but advised

people to take precautions in South Africa, Tanzania and Kenya.
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Michael Palmer · Waterloo, Ontario
This is confused. The name "black death" arises from the blue tinge of people
whose lungs are infected, and who no longer take up enough oxygen - plague
pneumonia, as it were. Once that has occurred, the germ simply spreads by droplet
infection, from man to man, just like influenza. You don't need fleas, rats, or
anything else to set off an influenza pandemic, and you don't need them for plague,
either. Sure, fleas may help spread it, and rats or other rodents may have ignited or
reignited the disease once in a while, but there is no reason for expecting to find
infected rodent cadavers in large numbers.

Like · Reply · 1 · Jan 17, 2018 6:50am

Ian Littlewood ·
I'd always heard the black death name came from dark patches left on the
skin as a result of subcutaneous bleeding.
Like · Reply · Jan 17, 2018 10:40pm

Melissa West
Obviously we were anthropogenically picking on the poor rat! When in fact they had
less bugs then we did! Even with all of our chemicals today, the poor rat has done
nothing to ravangecthsvplanet as we have! Next time u see a rat, think twice
aboutvyour self-righteous attitude. Adopt a rat and leave some cheese out. Let
them multiply.. God save the rats...

Like · Reply · 1 · Jan 17, 2018 7:35am

Logan Gulo
Rats that ended up on rat-free islands have decimated native wildlife on
those islands, particularly for sea birds. There’s many islands currently
trying very hard to eradicate rats from those islands to save wildlife. So
they can ravage.

Like · Reply · 5 · Jan 17, 2018 8:46am · Edited

Ian Fae · Number Six at The Village
Would it not have been a perfect storm of environmental conditions (a new
pathogen from China), hygiene conditions (such as they were), little medical or
scientific understanding (such as disease vectors) and the ubiquitous presence of
suitable (rodent) carriers?

Like · Reply · 6 · Jan 16, 2018 11:42pm

Peter Nebelung · University of Toronto
Agreed, All of these were contributing factors. One thing which scares me,
most of those factors have been controlled by our advances in those fields.
The scary part is that the relative isolation between towns and villages and
the slow rate of travel between places kept the spread slow, compared to
today where one could get on a plane and infect cities around the world in
a day. In this case our technology works against us. What took years in the
14th century to wipe out most of Europe could happen in a few weeks
today.

Like · Reply · 5 · Jan 17, 2018 7:39am · Edited

Timo Puhakka
"warmer European climate" !? Obviously medieval SUVs��� caused global
warming which, in turn, caused the Black Plague.
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Prosper Theroux
Exactly finally someone gets it !
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John Rossiter
Today, Justin Trudeau tearfully apologized to rats for the abuse and prejudice of
Canada's ancestors towards their species, and vowed compensation.
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